power oscillations damping. Abstract-The main idea behind the concept, proposed in the Most nonlinear control design methods based on CLF paper, is the opportunity to make control systems with increased provide strong guarantees of stability but do not directly capabilities by synergetic fusion of the domain-specific address important issue of control performances. On the other knowledge and the methodologies from control theory and hand the learing artificial intelligence. The particular approach considered ind, te ly by trial-and-error is not jusified when one combines Control Lyapunov Functions (CLF), a constructive intends to apply it on-line andwhenthe primary concern is the control technique, and Reinforcement Learning (RL) in attempt system stability. In this case the "exploration-stability" to optimize a mix of system stability and performance. Two tradeoff is to be resolved [15]. control schemes are proposed and the capabilities of the resulting In principle, a feedback control system should try to controllers are illustrated on a control problem involving a optimize some mix of stability and performance [15]. This
I. INTRODUCTION
adaptive dynamic programming [ 18] .
In this paper a constructive control based on the fusion of R ECENT theoretical and technological advances such as CLF and RL techniques is considered for oscillations availability of powerful constructive control techniques damping, a phenomenon of paramount importance in many [1] - [3] , new control devices [4] , better communication and real-life systems [4] related to the growth of extensive power data acquisition techniques [5] , and better computational systems and especially with the interconnection of these capabilities open the possibilities to implement advanced systems with ties of limited capacity, by controlling a TCSC control schemes in power systems [4] , including a possibility device in a four-machine power system [19] . We extend our to endow power system controllers with the methods to learn previous work presented in [6] and propose two control and update their decision-making capability [6] - [10] .
schemes, provide theoretical basics of the two frameworks
The constructive control techniques [1] - [3] , in particular (CLF and RL) and provide more in-depth analysis of the the concept of CLF, provide powerful tools for studying proposed control schemes. stabilization problems, both as a basis of theoretical The paper is organized as follows: theoretical basics of the developments and as the methods for actual feedback design.
CLF concept are provided in section 2; CLF-based stabilizing RL emerges as an attractive learning paradigm that offers a control laws for a TCSC device are presented in section 3, the panel of methods that allow controllers to learn a goal theoretical foundation of RL is shortly presented in section 4; oriented control law from interactions (by trial-and-error) with two control schemes are introduced in section 5; in section 6 a system or its simulation model. RL driven controllers test power system model is described; sections 7, 8, and 9
One way to stabilize this system is to select a Lyapunov where VTCSC is the magnitude of the voltage drop across the function v(x) and then to find a feedback control law u(x) TCSC. I<m can be inferred based upon tracking of VIm. A that renders v(x, u(x)) negative definite [1] , [2] , [12] . If there wide range of possible choices for the control function exists a feedback control u = u(x) defined in a neighborhood F(VId .) can be used [13] . Different possibilities for the q of the origin such that the closed-loop system control function were addressed in [13] . In this paper we x = f(x, u(x)) has a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium consider only linear, continuous control function k VIm Vim point at the origin f(0, u()) then the system (1) is An important observation is that the control laws are based stabilizable at the origin and the function u = u(x) is called a on locally measurable quantities. stabilizing feedback law. The function v(x), for the nonlinear system (1) , is called CLF if [1] The existence of a CLF is necessary and sufficient given by, condition for the stabilizability of a system with a control input. When v(x) is a CLF, there are many control laws that
render v(x) negative definite [1] . This fact is considered in where assumed that u e U Vt .0 and that U is finite.
the paper as an opportunity rather than difficulty and more then one stabilizing control law is used for performance
To formulate the problem mathematically the framework of improvement purpose. The construction of a CLF is a hard discounted infinite time horizon optimal control is used here.
problem, which has been solved for some special classes of Let r(x, u) . B be a reward function, y e (0,1) a discount systems [1] . Although a difficult task and still the subject of factor, and denote by utt =(u0,u1,u2-,...) a sequence of ongoing research [20] , [21] , the issue of finding Lyapunov control actions applied to the system. The objective is to functions candidates and construction of a CLF for a power define, for every possible initial state x0, an optimal control system are not addressed in the paper. Instead, the results from * The corresponding Q function is characterized by the policy, is used. This policy consists in choosing with a definition of switching law of the basic controllers. To solve probability £ a control action at random and with probability the first task the concept of CLF is used and for the second £-1 the "optimal" control action associated with the current one a RL algorithm is employed to determine a switching state by the current estimate of Q function. The conceptual diagrams of the proposed control schemes
The aim of having active control signal as an input to each are illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the first control scheme (Fig. la) a Of the control laws is to allow that all the control laws always RE algorithm works in usual setting [6] - [10] and at each time track each other such that "bumpless" switch from one step suggests a control action in pursuit for the control control law to another is assured [27] . Smoothing the control sequence that minimizes pre-specified cost function in this manner eliminates chattering that may excite high (maximizes the discounted reward (4)). Each suggested frequency dynamics. control action is then checked for "safety" using qualitative Pt =Ple-nul_ l) (11I) self-cleared short circuit near bus 7 on the lower line (Fig. 2) between the buses 7 and 10, is shown in Fig. 4 (the speed of The aim of the control is to maximize damping of the G2 relative to G3). From Fig. 4 it is clear that the system electrical power oscillations in the line with as less as possible exhibits poorly damped inter-area oscillations of 0. 72 Hz.
The learning period is partitioned into different scenarios. succeeds to stabilize the system but oscillations are rather Each scenario starts with the power system being at rest and is poorly damped. After 100 learning scenarios the controller such that at Is the self-cleared short-circuit near bus 7 occurs. outperforms standard CLF-based control. The results are more The simulation then proceeds in the post-fault configuration pronounced after 300 and 350 scenarios. The system until t is greater than 60s. The short circuit duration is dran at responses after 300 and 350 scenarios are almost identical random from interval [50-200 ms]. The progressive learning indicating that the RL algorithm converged to a good in terms of the system response to 100 ms fault duration, is approximation of an optimal control policy. The variation of illustrated in Fig. 5a . the control variable and electrical power in the line, after 350 learning scenarios, is illustrated in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c . 
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The controlled system responses when subjected to the b) c) same fault as in the previous case study, withrthe TSCS When the fault is met for the first time, the controller productions of the generators GI and G2 are increased by the amount of 10MW). The system response is shown in Fig. 7 1 \ A (dashed). Fig. 7 (solid [6] , [9] , [10] , makes more efficient use of ' "on domain-specific knowledge rather than Sontag's universal -1.50 ||t ii t] t! 0 ' % ) " 0 formulae [29] . Moreover, by imposing Lyapunov-based VI 
1
: a g Uconstraints on available controls the domain-specific -2 5 V knowledge is incorporated into RL method. X. SOME FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS Fig. 7 The controlled system responses to an "unseen" fault Highlighting the benefits of combining methodologies Th (Fig. from control theory and artificial intelligence in solving power Tv system control problems is primary aim of this paper. Some 6b). Assuring "bumpless" switch from one control law to important issues are not considered and will be tackled within another is, in general nonlinear systems, a rather formidable future research efforts. task. However, in this case study it is extremely simplified due There is a space for improvement in both CLF and RL to the fact that all stabilizing control laws have the same application in power system control. Research opportunities in analytical form and "bumpless" switch is simply realized RE applications are discussed briefly in previous section. As through the use of a low-pass filter placed behind the switch. ons The sequence of the values of k is illustrated in Fig.6c . 
